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Have you heard the story of journey to the flames here’s a story
of a journey kinda the same. [s]tarts along ways away in a mill
iron ore smelters to steel hammered n forged hardened and
strong transformed in to nails that’d be used to build houses
and art that’s how r story ties in for the nails of steel r used to
construct our man in black rock city that’s right Burningman.
—Selection from Cowboy Poetry by Leo Rusty Johnson,
quoted in Christine cricri Bellerose (2017),
“The Nail in the Man’s Leg,” Contingent Horizons 3(1):80.
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about contingent horizons
Contingent Horizons is an annual open-access student journal whose editorial
board is a collective composed solely of students. It aims to provide a platform
for students of anthropology seeking to publish their outstanding scholarly work
in a peer-reviewed academic forum.
Contingent Horizons is guided by an ethos of social justice, which informs
its functioning, structure, and policies. It seeks to expand anthropological
discussions by publishing students’ work and remaining open to a variety of
alternative formats.
Contingent Horizons’ website is the keystone of the journal. Not only does it host
published articles, but it also offers a safe space for respectful discussions that
extend the life of scholarly materials and debates beyond publication.
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